
CONGRATULATIONS TO 
GREENWICH RESIDENT AS  
NEW MAYOR

We were delighted to hear that an East 
Ward representative, Independent 
Councillor Pam Palmer, was elected 
Mayor of the newly formed Lane Cove 
Council. We wish her all the best for a 
productive and positive term of office. 

RELEASE OF DRAFT GORE BAY 
TERMINAL HUMAN HEALTH 
RISK ASSESSMENT 

Readers who visit our website will have  
noticed this item prominently displayed.
Why have we posted it?
In 2012 Shell Refining Australia Pty 
Ltd notified the NSW Department of  

Planning that it intended to apply 
for approval to carry out major work 
at the Gore Bay terminal. Crude oil 
imports were to cease, replaced by 
finished products petrol, diesel, jet 
fuel and marine fuel. 
Shell was advised of the detail needed 
in an Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS), which included 
”Air Quality and Odour ...impacts 
of the development on surrounding 
receivers, including impacts from road 
and sea transportation”. 
This was a welcome development. 
The community had been seeking 
more information around terminal 
emissions since at least 2008, following 
a recommendation in 
a report by Dr Tim Driscoll, that 
Shell ensure that an appropriate and 
ongoing exposure monitoring system 
be in place at the terminal.
From 2011 to the end of 2014 Shell 
convened community meetings as part 
of its consultation around the planned 
DA. Shell representatives were often 
asked to disclose the data prepared in 
respect of air quality and odour in a 
report known as the Human Health 
Risk Assessment 
(HHRA), but Shell said that it would 

be made available only when the EIS 
was placed on exhibition.
Given this response, a community 
association called Friends of Gore Bay 
applied to NSW Health in June 2013 
for release of the data under the GIPA 
(FOI) process. 
The request was referred to Shell and the  
access request was subsequently refused.
In May 2015 Viva Energy (as Shell 
was known after a 100% shareholder 
change) cancelled its development 
plans, and the community’s right to 
access data in the EIS was lost.
Friends of Gore Bay appealed the 
decision of NSW Health to withhold 
the HHRA. After almost three years 
of appeals, the NSW Civil and 
Administrative Tribunal released the 
draft HHRA to Friends of Gore Bay. 
This document was subsequently 
made available to the GCA Gore Bay 
Terminal Sub-committee, noting that 
it is in draft form, as it was never 
required to be formalised once Viva 
Energy cancelled its development 
application.
So, almost ten years after the Driscoll 
report we still have no ongoing 
boundary monitoring of emissions. 
Our newsletters have described in 
detail the EPA’s refusal to require this 
of Viva Energy, despite clear advice 
by NSW Health and the GCA’s many 
please.
Both the GCA and Friends of Gore Bay  
have sought assistance from NSW 
Health to better understand the data 
in the HHRA but this was refused. The  
GCA continues in its efforts to secure 
specialist advice and can offer no 
comment on the data without this 
advice.
In the meantime, the GCA feels that, in 
the absence of any other data around 
emissions, the community should 
have access to the draft HHRA. The 
document can be seen on our website.

NEXT PUBLIC MEETING

The next meeting is on Wednesday, 18 October 2017, in the Greenwich 
Community Centre, 46 Greenwich Road, at 7.30 pm. There will be lots to 
talk about, spearheaded by the fact that we have a new council, which will 
inevitably bring a different approach to issues we have long discussed, 
such as high density development of our precinct and surrounding suburbs 
and the need for correspondingly more green space and public amenity, 
more transparency around the Viva Energy Petroleum Terminal, and better 
transport and parking.
We extend a warm invitation to all members of the Greenwich community 
and to our East Ward councillors David Brooks-Horn, Pam Palmer and 
Frances Vissel, to attend and participate in the proceedings, and see what 
exciting times are ahead.
Refreshments will be served throughout the evening; and we hope to see 
you there.
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WHERE WE ARE UP TO ON BOB 
CAMPBELL OVAL (BCO)

Minister Stokes – great to hear that 
you are to call a review of synthetic 
sportsgrounds on environmental 
grounds, but as we are rapidly running 
out of time we’d like a heads up as to 
when this might happen.

The community was delighted to read 
in the SMH on 14 March www.smh.
com.au/national/nsw/fake-grass-
may-be-greener-but-much-hotter-
and-less-friendly-to-environment-
20210312-p57a95.html that the Minister 
for Planning shares the community’s 
concerns about the environmental 
impacts of synthetic sportsgrounds 
and that he is to call for a review by his 
Department. Good timing, given that his 
own Department is funding nine such 
grounds in NSW, including $3.6 million 
for Bob Campbell Oval.

We have written to the Minister to ask 
him when this review is to start. We 
would also like an assurance that  he 
will call a halt to current projects until 
the review is completed, as it is clear that 
Lane Cove Council will forge ahead with 
its plans for a synthetic BCO unless the 
Minister forces a pause.

Missed opportunity for Councillors to 
have a re-think about synthetic BCO 

On 15 March, the day after the Minister 
for Planning announced his review of 
synthetic sportsgrounds, our Councillors 
had a chance to revisit whether they 
should proceed with the BCO project as 
it is planned.

There is no doubt that the community 
agrees that the playing field needs an 
upgrade.

A rescission motion authored by 
Councillors Brooks-Horn, Vissel 
and Morris offered Councillors the 
opportunity to explore a quality grass 
surface as an alternative.

We and Councillors know that the scope 
of the project can be varied. Council is 
not locked into a synthetic surface. It 
has $3.6 million to create a magnificent 
natural grass public recreation asset 
that could be shared by everyone in the 
community.

Sadly, the rescission motion was lost 
with Councillors Brooks-Horn, Vissel, 
Morris and Zbik voting to rescind and 
the Mayor and Councillors Strassberg, 
Brent and Bennison voting to retain the 
synthetic surface. 

Why is the BCO project being rushed 
when work will not start until next 
year?

At the last Council meeting the Mayor 
assured the community that Council is 
in “very early stages of design” and that 
“we are definitely just at stage one in our 
plans and there’s a long way to go yet”. 

This is hard to reconcile with the fact that 
Councillors did not vote to pause the 
BCO project to consider the outcomes of 
the Minister’s review nor did they vote to 
push back the timeline that Council has 
nominated to accept tenders for BCO – 31 
May – just 6 weeks away!

We have yet to see any designs for BCO, 

or technical reports, or a comprehensive 
review of environmental factors and 
yet Council is planning to have tender 
documents out, assessed and Council 
approved by 31 May. 

Given advice to Councillors at their 
March meeting that Council does 
have some plastic run off from  
synthetic grounds at Blackman Park, 
it is extremely concerning that the 
construction of a synthetic ground in the 
environmentally sensitive Gore Creek 
Reserve is so rushed.

The vexed question of what constitutes 
‘appropriate consultation’ is being 
raised yet again. Some revelations in 
answers to Budgets Estimates questions 

Following contact with a Greenwich 
resident, David Shoebridge MLC met 
with community members at BCO to 
better understand what is proposed 
by Council. Mr Shoebridge is working 
closely with the Save Gardiner Park group 
who is battling to save its grassed space 
from becoming synthetic, also with funds 
provided by the Department of Planning 
under the Precinct Support Scheme. 

Mr Shoebridge picked up a common 
theme in the BCO and Gardiner Park 
stories – flawed community consultation 
(and at the wrong times) and, as he 
said in the SMH article, “the perverse 
outcome of seeing funding that’s 
designed to increase green open space 
instead reducing their access to nature 
and open space”.

In its project nomination, Council 
painted a glowing picture of what BCO 
means to the community: “It is heavily 
used by locals for a wide range of 
informal active and passive recreational 
activities every day and evening 
throughout the year and has a key role 
in developing and maintaining strong 
community links”.

Despite Council knowing that BCO 
means many things to many people in 
the community, it chose to consult with 

NEXT PUBLIC MEETING 

This will be held on Wednesday, 21 April 2021, at the Greenwich Sailing Club, 
Manns Point, at 7.30 pm. As usual, there will lots to talk about and your input is 
welcome. The GCA is exploring all avenues to persuade our council to heed our 
environmental concerns about the proposed synthetic turf on Bob Campbell Oval; 
there will be updates from sub committees; and the next project to involve the 
community - the update of Greenwich wharf - is already garnering lots of comment. 
So, you are warmly invited to come along and participate, and have a cuppa.



A GREAT INITIATIVE

The GCA thanks Michele Stromquist, 
of SafeWork NSW, for her initiative in  
organising, regular SafeWork forums 
between community representatives, 
Viva Energy and regulators. 
One of the major concerns of the GCA 
is that the emergency management 
plans for the terminal comply with 
current best practice.
At the last meeting Michele assembled 
an impressive gathering of key 
management personnel from local 
emergency services who outlined the  
updated plans. Information about 
these plans will be included in Council’s 
next rate notice.

GREENWICH HOSPITAL  
TO BE UPGRADED

There are big plans afoot to upgrade 
aged care facilities and services at  
Greenwich Hospital, services 
spanning aged care, frailty and 
dementia care, older person mental 
health and palliative care. Key 
features of the master plan include: 
replacement of the current hospital 
with a state of the art hospital 
with 72 inpatient beds, an aged 
care facility, a 15-bed hospice, 
construction of up to 70 seniors 
housing units, improved parking 
and access, and preservation of 
Pallister House.
An Environmental Impact Statement 
will need to be produced and the 
GCA has been assured that at every 
stage there will be opportunity for 
community input and engagement.

CROWN LANDS - THE 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGES AND 
WHY WE MUST BE CONCERNED

Recent legislative changes have  
broadened local councils’ management 
responsibiliities over Crown Lands, 
due to take effect early 2018. 
The legislation was fairly general in 
nature, and now they are thrashing 
out the nuts and bolts of the regulations 
and how the legislation is to be 
implemented. 
The Act and the regulations are of 
direct concern to the community 
because they will regulate the future 

management, use and potential 
transfer of public community land 
that has a long history and significant 
value to the community.
Why is the GCA taking an interest?
We are concerned that precious Crown 
Lands in Lane Cove, such as Greenwich 
Baths, which have been enjoyed by the 
public for many years, remain as a 
public amenity and not be compromised 
by the Council for commercial 
objectives. Ratepayers’ money has 
been spent on major upgrades to 
the Baths. Ratepayers would surely 
then have the right to feel ripped off 
if Council’s only objective was to 
increase revenue at the expense of a 
valued facility.
With Councils having the responsibility 
for the management of Crown Lands, 
there is little redress for the community 
if Councils alter or remove the purpose 
for which the Crown Land was 
dedicated. 
Councils would also have the power 
to sell, transfer or vest the land, and 
grant leases which may be against 
community interests. The GCA thinks 
it very important that the community 
stay vigilant in protecting Crown Land 
as a community asset and ensuring full 
transparency around its management.

AND SPEAKING OF 
THE BATHS

The Baths are open! 

These works seemed to go on for 
ages but they are now looking good. 
There is still minor work to be done 

to the amenities block, but that 
will be completed after the end of 

these school holidays.

GREENWICH VILLAGE ARTS 
TRAIL 

4 - 5 November, 10am-4pm.

A number of new Greenwich artists 
have joined the open studio weekend 
this year, including Jeanette Lamb who 
moved specifically to Greenwich after 
she discovered the Arts Trail the year 
before. Jeanette creates abstract, 
dimensional images merging traditional 
and digital media in paintings, 
photography and textiles. 

Come and discover her intriguing 
designs along with 25 other artists, 
including the recent Gosford Art 
Prize winner, Dana Dion. There will 
be an impressive array of paintings 
in all media, plus jewellery, pottery, 
photography, and prints for sale. 
There will plenty of food and drink 
available along the way, including at 
the Greenwich School in Greenwich 
Road, which is getting involved with 
the GVAT this year. As well as 
showcasing portraits by younger 
students and class collaborative 
sculptures around the Greenwich Road 
campus the school will also be offering 
a cake stall, drinks stand, amenities, 
shade and rest stop. Don’t miss it!!

Further information from
Amanda Harrison
Mob: 0409 398 128
www.harrisonsculpture.net

STAY IN TOUCH

We encourage all residents to stay 
in touch with regular visits to our 
website,

www.greenwich.org.au 

and that of Lane Cove Council, 

www. lanecove.nsw.gov.au 

If you register your address on 
the GCA website you will also 
receive newsletters and updates 
electronically.

Merri Southwood, President 
0412 361 331

Stuart Warden, Secretary
0421 680 353
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STAY IN TOUCH  
Ideally, we’d like all Greenwich 
residents to join. At least keep up 
to date by joining our mailing list 
by emailing John Southwood on 
jsouthwood@spectrafin.com.au.

Merri Southwood, 
President  0412 361 331

.com.au
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just one local stakeholder, the Greenwich 
Sports Club (and two district and state 
football associations) about its plans 
before lodging its nomination. 

One of the assessment criteria 
for approval of funds under the 
Department’s Precinct Support Scheme 
is that “appropriate consultation has 
occurred within the community”.

Mr Shoebridge used the Budget 
Estimates hearing on 9 March to ask 
the Minister for Planning how his 
Department had approved the BCO 
grant with evidence of such limited 
consultation.

The answer came back three weeks later 
- “The Department assesses council’s 
nomination on the basis that appropriate 
consultation has occurred”. QONS - Hon 
Rob Stokes.pdf (nsw.gov.au) p 16

The funds involved in the Precinct 
Support Scheme are significant. It is hard 
to understand how discussions with 
just one of many known stakeholders 
can support approval of this level of 
funding.

Gardiner Park Webinar

Talking of Gardiner Park, we thought 
their flyer sums up beautifully the 
arguments against synthetic surfaces, so 
(with our necessary edits) here it is. Note 
the invitation to their webinar, Astroturf, 
Greenwashing and Public Space, the 
day after our meeting, on Thursday 
22 April, 
streaming 
from 
Parliament 
House at 
6.30pm. Join 
via the QR 
code, which 
will lead to 
their FB page.

SYNTHETIC TURF FIELDS -  
10 REASONS AGAINST

1) HEAT - Both the plastic grass blades 
and black crumb rubber infill absorbs 
and traps heat. The fields then heat up 
escalating when the temperature reaches 
27 degrees in high humidity.

2) MAINTENANCE - Councils will 
lose their warranty and risk less life 
span if they don’t follow the extensive 
maintenance protocol, such as sweeping, 
grooming, appying algaecide, domestic 

weed killers and detergents to remove 
stains.

3) ENVIRONMENT - Natural grass acts 
as a carbon sink and requires mowing 
and fertiliser use. Synthetic grass is 
made from petrochemicals and uses 
more energy to manufacture.

4) LANDFILL - The plastic grass layer 
requires replacing every 8 to 10 years at 
current costs of $500-800,000. All synthetic 
turf in Australia ends up in landfill.

5) BIO-DIVERSITY - Natural grass fields 
provide a food source for birds such as 
magpies, lapwings and cockatoos. The 
reduction in foraging areas for these birds 
has an impact further up the food chain, 
including the Powerful Owl.

6) STORMS - During heavy rain extra 
water run-off is generated because 
synthetic surfaces do not absorb water.

7) CHEMICALS - Infill made of crumbed 
rubber tyres leeches chemicals and it 
needs to be topped up as 5-10% is lost 
from movement, weather and wind.

8) INJURY - Playing on synthetic turf 
can impact existing injuries and recovery 
time, especially in older players. Natural 
grass is better for all players.

9) TOO BRIGHT - The light reflection 
from synthetics means that the fields 
are brighter than real grass. This adds to 
the heat and health risks to players and 
viewers.

10) USAGE - Grass fields usage is 
estimated at 20 hours per week. 
Synthetic can be used 40 to 80 hours, 
intensifying the usage for organised 
sport and reducing availability for active 
recreation for residents.

GREENWICH WHARF TO BE 
UPGRADED

As part of the Transport Access Program, 
Sydney wharves are being upgraded, 
and now it’s Greenwich’s turn. The 
infirm and the elderly are the most 
disadvantaged by the current wharf 
design, so the upgrades are aiming to 

improve access for these groups. 

The main proposed design concepts 
include: a new floating pontoon; a new 
lift and stairs; new bicycle parking 
hoops; new waiting area, gangway and 
jetty; and a relocating of the bus stop 
closer to the stairs and lift. 

Have Your Say by attending drop in 
sessions at Mary Carlson Park, Lower 
Serpentine Rd (near the wharf) on the 
following dates: Sunday, 18 April between 
midday and 3 pm, and Thursday 22 April 
between 2 and 5pm. We are also invited 
to provide feedback on the proposed 
design by 5pm Wednesday 5 May 2021 
by completing an online survey on 
nswroads.work/greenwichwharf. This 
website also provides more detailed 
information on the design. 

ST GILES PLAY GROUP

Great that people can meet again!! This 
small, friendly group welcomes babies 
and children in the care of their mothers, 
fathers, grandparents or nannies, every 
Tuesday during school term. Tea and 
coffee are provided; just bring a piece of 
fruit per child to share. Meet at: St Giles 
Church, 6 Greendale St, Greenwich, 
from 9.30 am to 11.30 am. 

Fee: $3 per day for casuals. If you decide 
to come regularly there is an annual fee 
of $25, which decreases per term. 

Contact: Robin Lupton on 0407 064 912

JOIN THE GCA OR RENEW 

Yes, it’s that time again! We need your 
money as well as your goodwill. We 
have heaps of the latter (thank you) but 
not so much of the former. If you haven’t 
joined or renewed for this year, please 
do so promptly. Our remittance details 
are as follows: Mail to GCA Inc, PO 
Box 5057, Greenwich 2065; deposit into 
our box at the pharmacy; pay direct to 
our bank BSB 062247, Ac/No 10104085 
(don’t forget to include your name as 
reference). Many thanks. 

Invitation to a Webinar
Thursay 22 April, 2020

6.30pm

nine

ten

ask to play on grass


